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op Hydrogen, Nitrogen and Methane in
by
Combustion
in a Quartz Tube.
Gas

The Determination

By Frank
The purpose

more convenient

it

thi-ougla a

of burning

gas residue mixed

tlie

hot platinum capillary tube

is

perhaps

However, the high cost of the platinum capillary tube

makes a

modifica-

show that

a quartz

together with the rapid deterioration of the apparatus
tion desirable.

and. a

nitrogen and

have been advocated for making

different methods^

pas.«ing

liy

best scheme.

tlie

to devise a

The Drehschmidt method-

this analysis.

with oxygen,

was

E. Lee.

for the determination of liydrogen,

Many

in gas.

Mathers and Ipa

of this research

more accurate method
methane

C.

The experiments described

in this i)aper

lube filled with pieces of scrap platinum is an entirely satisfactory substitute for the platinum capillary tube in the

The quartz tube was 30.5 cm.
inside diameter.
to

fill

it,

Its

was 3.317

Drehschmidt apparatus.

long, 7.25

mm.

outside and 3.38 nun.

volume, determined by the weight of mercury required
cc.

The platinum scrap which was used

as a contact

substance in the quartz tube was prepared by cutting pieces of ordi-

nary scrap platinum wire, which every laboratory has
as short pieces as possible with a shears.

then placed upon
a

number

stiff

of times.

in

quantity, into

These small fragments were

paper which was passed through a cornet

roll mill

These flattened pieces of platinum presented a large

surface to the passing gas and at the same time offered very

ance to the passage of the gas.

Two

little resist-

pieces of scrap platinum gauze were

used, one in each end of the quartz tube, to keep the small pieces of plati-

num

in position.

The platinum weighed ll.lSD grams and had

a volume

The platinum occupied 21.6 cm. of the length of the tube.
The data concerning the many preliminary experiments which merely
served to detect the errors, will be omitted. The following form of appa-

of 0.522 cc.

ratus and manipulation were found to be satisfactory.

A

mercury pipet holding the gas to be burned and the oxygen required

for the combustion,

was connected

to

one end of the quartz tube by a

^"Review of progress in sas analysis," Chomiker Zeitung, 33:801 and 817 (1908).
Hempel-Dennis, "Gas Analysis," p. 140.
•
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A mercury

suitable capillary tube witb rubber connections.

was connected

to receive the gas,

to the other

in a

Pinch cocks, one on the buret and one on the pipet, con-

similar manner.

The buret was

jtrovided witb

lower end with a

level bottle so

trolled the connections witb the (luartz tube.
a

buret, arranged

end of the quartz tube

water jacket which was connected at

its

arranged that the water could be drawn out and then itassed back into the
This circulation and thorough mixing of the water were

water jacket.

necessary to prevent uneipial temperatures between the top and bottom of
Tlie water jacket

the buret.
condenser.

and
wing

of a Liebig

t<'nii)erature of the

tlu-

water

of the buret inside of the water

The quartz tube was heated by

a bnnsen burner provided with a

An

which produced a broad flame.

tip

about 5

was improvised from the outside

thermometer, which showed

was suspended about midway

gas,

jacket.

A

mm. above

The temperature

manipulation was:

temperature at

asbestos board

was suspended
The

the quartz tube, to lessen the radiation of heat.

wliicli

it

of the gas in the pipet, that

was measured, was

is

the

The pinch-

carefully read.

cock connecting the buret to the quartz tube was opened and the burner

was

lighted for three minutes.

(|uartz tube

The increase

produced by the heat, was cared

in
f<.r

volume of the
in

air in the

The

the buret.

pinch-

cock connecting the pipet to the quartz tube was opened and the level bottU?

was raised so that the gas and oxygen passed slowly and regularly over the
glowing platinum, generally about three nnnutes
case was

l>eing required.

there any indication of an explosion in the piju't even

was greatly

velocity of the gas

The

increased.

raised and the level bottle on the pipet

level tulie

was lowered

In

no

when the

on the buret was

so that the gas

was

The gas was then again passed
through the quartz tube over the glowing platinum into tbe buret. The
flame and the asl>estos board were removed and water was imured upnn tlie

forced back from the buret into the pipet.

ipiartz tube to cool

After the quartz tube had reaclu'd i-dom tempera-

it.

ture, tlie pinchcock (onne( ting (he buret

mercury
jacket

in

the l)uret and level tube

was passed back

thermometer

in the

:ind

was

forth by

and quartz tube was
leveled.

means

The water

closed.
in the

The
water

of the level Imttle until the

water jacket showed constant temi)erature.

The mer-

cury in tbe buret and level tube was again carefully leveled and the volume
of gas

was

from the

read.

The

final

gas vnhune was always corrected for variation

initial tenii)erature.

The process
which was

as described .above

lu-ejiared

by

tlie

ac(i(in

was

tried

with jiure hydrogen gas.

of lioilcd dilute sulphuric acid upon
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pieeos of zinc ((HitaiiU'd in
fillt'd

with

was added

lioilod

distilled

throu.i^h a .ijlass

;i

iiJis

water

double pipe! for solids.
to displace the

air.

The

iiipet

was

Tlie sulphuric acid

tube which entered through the opening for the

introduction of solids into the pipet.

The h.vdrogen gas was allowed

to

escape completely from the apparatus several times before any was saved
lor analysis.

This form of generator very

gen gas from the diffusion of
table
Hydrogen

air.

The

eit'ectively

protected the hydro-

results are given in the following
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gen contents was accurately determined.
tube, the gas
pipets.

was passed

The unabsorbed residue

the nitrogen which
Gas

49.9

was

After combustion

into potassium hydroxide

in

in the

quartz

and alkaline pyrogallol

consisted of the nitrogen in the gas and

the oxygen.

The

results are as follows

21i)

1.

The gas becomes heated during the combustion,

talien to

determine the

Corrections must be
2.

A

correction

final

made

come perhaps by the use

IndiaiKi

is

for the carbon dioxide

must be

measured.

which remains

This disadvantage can be over-

of a smaller bore capillary quartz tube in

so small that a correction

T'>ii}-(rsit!/,

is

for all temijerature changes.

must be made

in the quartz tube after the combustion.

the volume

so care

temperature at which the gas

Blooitiinf/ton.

is

unnecessary.

which

